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Frank Ching says the job of our chief executive is made impossible by the Hong Kong electoral system laid out in the Basic Law.
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**Neoliberalism and the Global South**

Olivario Canuto assesses the risks of the middle-income trap for emerging economies.
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**Justice for peers**

Jeremy A. Cohen says the legal systems on both sides of the Taiwan Strait could benefit from studying South Korea's experiments in citizen participation in criminal trials. This is an imaginative, if tentative, effort to make sure that South Korea does not become the thought leader of the world in this field.

Alvin Cheung says the position of the EU-Asia Law Institute at NYU School of Law and publisher of this article.
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**Euro zone must first step itself coming apart**

Paola Subacchi says reforms can wait, but members' agreement on a survival plan can't
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**Beware the rise and stall of global growth engine**

Olivario Canuto assesses the risks of the middle-income trap for emerging economies.